In this note we shall fill a gap in the original proof of the Main Theorem in the previous paper ^4], and sharpen the Theorem by showing that the condition (a) alone is sufficient to derive the conclusion of the theorem. This sharpened theorem enables us to solve a problem posed by K. Kodaira in [2] .
§ 1. Vanishing of Cohomology
In the proof of theorem 1 in Q4], we made too easy use of Serre's duality theorem. Let V be a connected paracompact complex analytic manifold of dimension n and E a holomorphic vector bundle over V. Let us [5] .) The space K%~p t *~q of £"*-valued currents of type (n-p, n -q) with compact supports is isomorphic to the topological dual of C p>9 , and the transpose of the sequence is given by 
JfTn-p, n -q + 1^ u Tfn -p, n -q_, v T?~n -p, n -q-1

in V^ and a holomorphic map n from W to A = {(z, y)
€ C m xC r | | z j < <J, | y a
<5} such that (W^ it) is the monoidal transform of A with centre F( = the linear variety defined by y l ---=y r = $). We can identify F with a neighbourhood of a in D', and the restriction of it to S corresponds to the canonical projection D f xP-»D' by these identifications.
We have only to make a slight change in the proof of Proposition 9.
We note that the obstructions to extending C's and ^'s to V appear in )) (£ = 1, 2), and hence they disappear in V c . (1) S 0 has a structure of analytic fibre bundle re : 5 0 -^M 0 , with a projective space P as the standard fibre. 
